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#AwanBrothers Dangerous Spy Ring Inside
Congress Linked to Debbie Wasserman-Schultz
Awan Bros. employed by DNC/ Debbie Wasserman-Schultz
https://youtu.be/PNpGHeUxEJg
GEORGE WEBB 6/9/17: We have a spy ring called the Awan brothers on Capitol Hill, okay? I not
only said that it looks like they're getting satellite technology out to Pakistan but there is a
severe risk here that the folks that are doing the spying on the key congressional committees
could endanger the lives of Americans"
#AwanBrothers Most Under-reported Crime of The Year – The Awan Brotherhood in Congress
http://punditcy.com/2017/most-under-reported-crime-of-the-year-the-awan-brotherhood-in-congress/
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0:01
okay day 229 part one so yes you know
0:07
this is an investigation I for everybody
0:09
to just keep perspective here for a
0:10
second we have a spy ring called the
0:12
Awan brothers on Capitol Hill okay
0:15
I not only said that it looks like
0:19
they're getting satellite technology out
0:21
to Pakistan but there is a severe risk
0:25
here that the folks that are doing the
0:28
spying on the key congressional
0:30
committees could endanger the lives of
0:32
Americans I also said that with Gulen
0:36
and Berlin's history of soft targeting
0:38
soldier populations with opioids was
0:41
also a dangerous situation he's done it
0:44
for 30 years his best partner calls him
0:46
a terrorist calls Roland's organization
0:49
f PTO a terrorist organization wants to
0:52
extradite him for the illegal coup of
0:55
Turkey
0:56
okay so realize when I am on the move
1:01
investigating and Jason's on the move
1:03
and the group is on the move
1:04

we're trying to keep the next helicopter
1:06
that's going to fly a mission into Yemen
1:08
in the air they the once formed a
1:12
company new dawn corporation on the 29th
1:14
of July 2011 a week later we had 22 Navy
1:19
SEALs died 30 30 people in all worst day
1:22
in the Afghan war in terms of death okay
1:24
right after they formed that corporation
1:26
they're the ones who formed Nano set
1:28
technologies I did inform Nano set
1:30
technologies
1:32
Sariah begum and Golani and the whole
1:35
crew are in Emraan one's home in Lorton
1:40
Virginia okay
1:41
so I just want to keep perspective here
1:43
this isn't like some academic exercise
1:46
Imran Awan still is contact contracting
1:49
with debbie Wasserman Schultz so that's
1:52
that's the important part here now
1:53
regarding Corrections and so forth we
1:55
love Corrections correcting the record
1:57
is what we love that that's probably my
1:59
favorite thing now I reported I believe
2:02
a Pat Crowley I've gotten a lead not in
2:04
what if this is a call and response
2:06
mechanism here I reported that maybe
2:08
there's a Pat Crowley that was Seth
2:10
Rich's boss at one time
2:11
at the DNC a William Crosley last night
2:15
went forward and went to a che Goodman
2:18
said he's never worked for the NGP van
2:20
he's never worked for the DNC NGP van
2:22
that's great I love Corrections I never
2:26
said anything about William Crosley you
2:28

know I all I said was I believe he
2:30
worked for him he was tough britches
2:31
boss I actually I said Pat Crowley and I
2:33
still don't know if that's true but that
2:35
led to finding out and Ruthie Rio was
2:37
actually the boss that ad Ruthie Rio
2:39
worked with him at Greenberg before that
2:42
it was his mentor so we've really got a
2:43
lot of understanding out of that
2:45
situation again look at the police
2:49
effort no with no body cams no camera
2:52
cameras of the night from the club at
2:54
Lou's barn grill no cameras at MedStar
2:57
no cameras at Howard so none of the
3:00
metadata that you would normally need an
3:01
investigation so those are the things
3:04
but you have to you have to consider you
3:06
know in an online investigation it's I
3:09
would rather investigation be in the
3:11
open where we continually feedback
3:14
information and continually correct
3:15
rather than oh well we're just going to
3:18
take the police's word for it because
3:20
the police so far haven't done such a
3:22
great job and I've shown men over and
3:23
over again and all the murder
3:24
investigation scenes that I've gone to
3:26
so what I'm trying to say to everyone is
3:28
I always will pursue the truth and I'll
3:31
always make corrections so with William
3:33
crossbow we'd love to have you on the
3:34
show explain explain what your role was
3:37
at the N see if you were at DNC I would
3:40
love to hear it so that's the first
3:42

thing the second piece of this is we
3:45
have to we have to keep moving
3:46
we can't slow down if we make a mistake
3:48
we can't slow down CNN a year later is
3:52
still reporting the PP dossier I think
3:54
people lose sight of that
3:55
BuzzFeed yesterday had $100 a plate or
3:59
whatever a confab here they're the ones
4:03
who reported the PPTA a year later they
4:06
have not corrected that that's about the
4:07
president that United the United States
4:09
they're trying to impeach the president
4:11
based on that so if I miss it back here
4:14
or miss it back there I don't really
4:15
ever remember saying William Crossley's
4:17
name
4:18
but I will say I apologize if I had you
4:22
at NGP ban being an IT expert that's not
4:25
like some of the things that's been said
4:26
about me online when I would met with
4:27
Kissinger in 90 or 91 or whenever it was
4:30
I met him 89 in Czechoslovakia so we the
4:36
helicopters unless somebody tells me the
4:38
Navy stopped sending helicopters out no
4:40
more Navy SEALs go on missions anymore
4:42
I'm going to keep going there's no
4:43
choice so waiting Koslow please call
4:48
anybody else at DNC please call we'll
4:50
have you on the show
4:51
what I don't want to do is say oh you
4:53
made a mistake we need to shut the
4:55
investigation down if CNN did that if
4:57
New York Times did that we would
4:59
remember Dewey beat Chicago Tribune
5:01

Dewey defeats Truman that seemed like an
5:03
error to me you know did they'd shut the
5:05
paper down no we've got to keep going
5:06
again if the risks weren't so high it
5:09
would be fine if open it if I read the
5:11
paper Ohio opiate deaths have plummeted
5:13
because of something that had happened I
5:16
would say great let's shut it down no
5:19
they've tripled so again we have to keep
5:21
perspective we have to do with the major
5:23
outlets - we always said we have an
5:25
absence of malice we try to report the
5:27
facts thank somebody is an IT expert at
5:29
NGP van is not is not a capital crime
5:32
and I will correct it if we make a
5:35
mistake now what we also do are is we're
5:37
back filling with these complete
5:38
in-depth interviews okay so in the case
5:41
of the recess Ridge we did a long
5:44
45-minute of interview with rod wheeler
5:47
from the person himself so he could
5:48
correct the record so we give them a
5:50
chance to correct the record any new
5:52
evidence the FBI bullet or whatever that
5:53
came out of that or the you know I think
5:56
the FBI bullets probably the big news
5:58
they're the same - the same token we did
6:01
the same thing with NGP van we just
6:02
haven't had time to cut it yet Jason is
6:05
upstairs right now cutting the footage
6:06
of dr. jerome corsi oh I can't count how
6:09
many times we said this is going to be
6:11
the final arbiter of NGP van and we're
6:13
going to build on top of that we're
6:14

going to go with an intelligence experts
6:16
assessment then we'll build on top of
6:18
that so we keep trying to feather in
6:20
behind us with black top after we create
6:22
the kind of dirt road
6:24
and and we have to move along like that
6:25
we cannot stop I said a Lionel nation
6:28
great interview last night you're going
6:30
to see that pretty soon Jason did a
6:32
great job that's the same situation
6:34
where he is going to help us bring more
6:39
people to this to this to this fight he
6:43
said what's the one thing that you want
6:44
to achieve most I said he wanted like
6:47
what's the big idea and Jason said and
6:49
the largest criminal network ever in
6:52
politics I said if someone would say the
6:55
words a juan brothers if Donald Trump
6:57
would say the word phrase the one
6:59
brothers in a tweed Donald J Trump would
7:01
say that or Eric would say a juan
7:03
brothers that would be what i'm mike
7:05
cherubic would say a juan brothers in a
7:07
White House press briefing in a question
7:09
I am focused on that next step which is
7:12
getting somebody into Congress to say a
7:14
Juan brothers other than Louie Gohmert
7:16
so that's where we're at that's how we
7:18
have to do this the lives of American
7:21
servicemen right now and the lives of
7:25
veterans and retirees and also people
7:27
who are just involved in the families of
7:29
those people are more important than me
7:33
right now they're more important than
7:34

the investigation until the authorities
7:37
take the responsibility and step up and
7:39
do their job I cannot quit in that role
7:44
I cannot quit net role we almost had
7:46
another disaster in Yemen where we
7:47
almost had another 22 Navy SEALs died
7:50
and it just cannot not go on any longer
7:52
I say again Imran Awan is still
7:55
contracting with Debbie
7:57
wasserman-schultz through Pakistan still
7:59
no investigation still we can't even if
8:01
this is like radical Islamic terrorism
8:02
we can't say the word you can't seem to
8:05
say the word please to say the word

